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INTRODUCTION
Let R be a real closed field. A real irreducible algebroid cure A over R
Ž .a real curve in short is a one-dimensional complete noetherian local real
domain whose residual field is R. For background about general algebroid
   curves, we may refer to Ca , and concerning real algebroid curves to Rz
 and Or .
Ž .For any ring A, we can define the Pythagoras number of A as P A 
 2 k 24inf k Ý A Ý A . The Pythagoras number is an important in-i1
Ž 2 .variant in the case where A is formally real 1Ý A . It may be
Ž  .infinite, and its determination is a hard problem in general see CDLR .
Ž .We can also define the higher Pythagoras number as, for q, P A 2 q
 2 q k 2 q4inf k Ý A Ý A . The Pythagoras number of a real curve Ai1
   has been studied in the two fundamental papers Rz and Or . For
Ž .instance it is shown that P A is always finite, and there exist real curves
with arbitrary high Pythagoras number.
In Section 2, using classical results on quadratic forms theory, we show
that the Pythagoras number of a real curve A is bounded by twice its
Ž . Ž . Ž .multiplicity m A . It follows in particular that m A 	 when P A 
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	, which gives an affirmative answer to the question asked by Becker in
 Or .
Moreover, we show that for every q, the higher Pythagoras num-
Ž .bers P A of a real curve A are finite.2 q
In Section 3 we manipulate effectively sums of squares with the use of
basic linear and bilinear algebra. Recall that in the polynomial ring
 R X , . . . , X , we can associate some Gram matrices to any sum of1 m
Ž    .squares see CLR2 and PW . We generalize this idea to a real curve A.
To any sum of squares F in A, we show that we can associate some Gram
matrices. This yields some a priori infinite matrices, but in fact, we show
that it is possible to restrict ourselves to finite ones. Our purpose is to find
such a Gram matrix of minimal rank. More precisely, F is a sum of p
squares in A if and only if there exists a Gram matrix G associated to F
such that the rank of G is equal to p.
Ž . Ž .The main result is that, for any real curve A, we have P A 
m A .
Moreover, we must say that the method can be viewed as an algorithm
which gives effectively the sum of squares.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let R be a real closed field and let A be a real irreducible algebroid
curve over R. We will assume furthermore that A is a ‘‘true real curve,’’
i.e., it admits a real parameterization; we want to avoid the case where the
Žparameterization of the curve is complex for instance, consider A
  Ž 2 2 ..R x, y  x 	 y .
Such a real curve A can be embedded in the ring of formal power series
   in one indeterminate R t , so that R t is the normal closure of A. For
Ž .any f A, denote by  f the order of the series f viewed as an element
   Ž . 4of R t . Denote by   f  f A, f 0 the semigroup of values of
A. Then  is a numerical semigroup, i.e., it is a subset of , stable under
addition, containing 0 and generating  as a group. Hence  admits a
conductor which we denote by c; namely, c  is characterized by the
property c 1  and c	 n  for every n.
The least positive integer of  is called the multiplicity of A and will be
Ž .denoted by m A or m.
We have the following facts:
  Ž .1. If f R t with  f  c then f A.
2. For each i  there is a unique series  Ý a t k  A withi k i k
a  R, a  1, and a  0 if k  and k i.k i k
3. Every f A can be written fÝ x  , x  R, where the xi i i i i
are unique.
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4. If  is generated by the integers n , . . . , n , i.e.,  1 s
 n ,	 	n , then A R  , . . . ,  .1 s n n1 s
We call these  the canonical generators of A. When for all i  wei
have   t i, we say that the real curve is monomial.i
Although the following fundamental result is due to Ortega, we will give
 4its proof for the convenience of the reader. Let  k   0 k c .
 LEMMA 1.1 Or, 2.1 . Let f 0 be a sum of p squares in A. Suppose that
2 2 Ž .there exist f , . . . , f  A such that f f 	 	f with  f 
  
1 p 1 p 1
Ž . f . Thenp
Ž .1. There exists n  such that  f  2n.
2. If n, then f is a square in A.
3. If n and h is a series of order  c	 n, then f	 h is a sum of
p squares in A.
2 2 Ž .4. We can find g , . . . , g  A such that f g 	 	g with  g1 p 1 p 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .
  
  g and for all i,  g   g or g  0.p i i	1 i
Ž . 2 2 Ž .Proof. 1 If f f 	 	f , f  A, then  f  2n, where n1 p i
 Ž . Ž .4min  f , . . . ,  f as R is real.1 p
Ž . 2 2 nŽ .2 Since R is real closed we can write f a t 1	 z , where
  Ž .a R, a 0, z R t , and  z  1. Hence
n n l''f  at 1	 z  at b z ,Ý l
l0
1 1.3 . . . 2 l 3Ž .l	1with b  1, b  , b  1 .Ž .0 1 l l2 l!2
Ž .' 'If n 0 then z A; therefore f A. If n c then  f  c and
'f A.
Ž . 2 2 Ž .3 Write f f 	 	f with f  A and, for instance,  f  n.1 p i 1
2'Let h be a series of order  c	 n. Then g f 	 h A. Indeed, we1
2 2 2 nŽ . 2 2 nwrite f  a t 1	 z and h a t z with a R, a 0 and z , z 1 1 2 1 2
  Ž . Ž .R t ,  z  1,  z  c n. Then1 2
l
l ln n n lk kg at 1	 z 	 z  at b z 	 z  at b z zŽ .' Ý Ý Ý1 2 l 1 2 l 1 2ž /ž /k
l0 l0 k0
l
ln l n lk k at b z 	 at b z z  f 	 F ,Ý Ý Ýl 1 l 1 2 1ž /ž /k
l0 l1 k1
Ž . Ž .where F is the second sum. Since  F  n	  z  c, F A. Conse-2
quently, g A and f	 h g 2 	 f 2 	 	f 2 is a sum of p squares2 p
in A.
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Ž .4 This part of the proof is different from Ortega’s. Consider
Ž . Ž .f , f  A and assume that  f   f  n. We can write, for i 1, 2,1 2 1 2
Ž .f  a  	 F with a  R and F  A with  F  n. If we divide byi i n i i i i
2 2 2 2'a 	 a , we may assume that a 	 a  1, and we have the formula1 2 1 2
f 2 	 f 2  g 2 	 g 2 with g   	 a F 	 a F and g  a F  a F .1 2 1 2 1 n 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2
Since we have either a F  a F  0 or the order of a F  a F is2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
finite  n, it suffices to iterate this process to conclude.
2. ON THE FINITENESS OF THE PYTHAGORAS NUMBERS
Ž .For any ring A, we can define the Pythagoras number of A as P A 
 2 k 24 Ž .inf k Ý A Ý A . If P A  1 we say that A is pythagorean.i1
The Pythagoras number of a real curve A has been studied in the two
    Ž .fundamental papers Rz and Or . For instance, it is shown that P A is
always finite.
Ž .We can also define higher Pythagoras numbers as, for q, P A 2 q
 2 q k 2 q4inf k Ý A Ý A .i1
LEMMA 2. Let A be a real cure of multiplicity m. Then A is a free
 R  -module of rank m.m
Proof. Let  be the semigroup of the real curve A. Let n  inf ki
4 ² :  k i mod m . Then, we have  n , . . . , n . If we take f A0 m1
Ž . Ž .with  f  i mod m, then there exists k such that  f  n 	 km.i
Ž k . Ž .Hence, we can find x R such that  f x    f . Thus, we getn mi
by induction f a 	 a  	 	a  , where a , . . . , a 0 1 n m1 n 0 m11 m1 R  .m
 Moreover, if such a R  -linear combination of the familym
Ž .1,  , . . . ,  is equal to zero, then looking at the order of each term,n n1 m1
we easily conclude by induction that every coefficient a is zero. Hence,i
the previous family is a basis and we are done.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be a cure of multiplicity m A . Then we hae
Ž . Ž .the inequality P A 
 2m A .
Proof. Although the inequality we get is worse than the main result 3.4
of Section 3, the method has the advantage of generalizing to higher
Pythagoras numbers. The idea is that if B is free module of rank m over
  Ž . Ž . Žk R t , then we have the inequality P A 
mP k for a self-contained
 .proof see CLR1, Theorem 7.1 . Thus, we will reduce to this situation.
 4 Ž . Ž .Let A  Ý x   x  R . According to Lemma 1.1 2 and 3 , wec i i i i
Ž .  2 k 24have P A  inf k Ý A Ý A .c i1
Ž .  Take a system of generators y , . . . , y of A over k  . Let f be a1 m m
sum of squares in A, f f 2 	 	f 2 with f  A . We can write f 1 r i c i
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  y 	 	 y with   R  . Moreover, looking at this equa-i1 1 im m i j m
cm  tion modulo t we may assume that   R  . Let us formally definei j m
Ž . Ž .   r 2F   Y Y 	 	 Y Y  R Y, Y , . . . , Y . Then, Ý F is ai i1 1 im m 1 m i1 i
Ž Ž . .‘‘positive semidefinite’’ biform of bidegree c m 1 , 2 in the variables
Ž .Y, T ; Y , . . . , Y , provided we add a new homogenization variable T.1 m
 Then, according to CLR1, Theorem 7.1 , it is a sum of 2m squares of such
Ž .biforms. Substituting  for Y and y for Y , it yields P A 
 2m.m i i
 Then we easily answer the second question asked by Becker in Or ,
which is motivated by the fact that there exist real curves with arbitrary
high Pythagoras number.
Ž .COROLLARY 2.3. Let A be a real cure. We hae m A 	 when
Ž .P A 	.
2.1. Higher Pythagoras Numbers
We may easily prove a ‘‘near analogue’’ of Lemma 1.1 for 2 qth powers.
LEMMA 2.4. Let f be a sum of p elements which are 2 qth powers in A.
Then
Ž .1. There exists n  such that  f  2 qn.
2. If n, then f is a 2 qth power in A.
Ž .3. If n and h is a series of order  c	 2 q 1 n, then f	 h is
a sum of p elements which are 2 qth powers in A.
We will not give the proof, which is completely analogous to the one for
Lemma 1.1.
Ž .Although the analogue of Lemma 1.1 4 for 2 qth powers is clearly false,
we cannot find in general g , . . . , g  A such that f g 2 q 	 	g 2 q1 p 1 k
Ž . Ž .  4with  g     g and g    g  0, k 0, . . . , p . For1 k k	1 p
1 3 4 3 4 4 3 4ŽŽ . Ž . .  instance, consider t 	 t 	 t in R t , t and assume that2
1 3 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 4ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž . Ž .t 	 t 	 t  at 	 bt 	 f 	 ct 	 g with a, b, c  R,2
 3 4  Ž . Ž .f , g R t , t , such that  f ,  g  4. Looking at the coefficients in
112 13 14 15 2 3t , t , t , t we get either a 1 and b b  b  , a contradiction,2
12 3or a1 and b b b  , a similar contradiction.2
In particular, the finiteness of the higher Pythagoras numbers is not
immediate.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.5. Let A be a real cure. For eery q, P A is2 q
finite.
Ž .  Proof. Take a system of generators y , . . . , y of A over R  . Let1 m m
f be a sum of 2 qth powers in A, f f 2 q 	 	f 2 q. We can write1 r
 f   y 	 	 y with   R  . Moreover, looking at thisi i1 1 im m i j m
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equation modulo t cm we may assume by Lemma 1.1 that  is an elementi j
  Ž .of degree  c in R  . Let us formally define F   Y Ym i i1 1
Ž .   r 2 q	 	 Y Y  R Y, Y , . . . , Y . Then, FÝ F can be seen asim m 1 m i1 i
 a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
 2 qc in R T , Y, Y , . . . , Y , pro-1 m
Žvided we add a homogenization variable T F is also called a real
Ž . Ž .  .m	 2 -ary 2 qc -ic form in the terminology of Rk . The set of all real
m	 1 	 2 qcŽ . Ž . Ž .m	 2 -ary 2 qc -ic forms is a vector space of dimension d m	 1
 over R. Then, using Caratheodory’s Theorem Rk, 2.3 , we can write
FÝd G , where each G is a nonnegative multiple of some F 2 q. Itj1 j j i
Ž .remains to substitute y for Y , 1 for T , and  for Y to get P A 
k k m 2 q
m	 1 	 2 qcŽ ..m	 1
Ž .Notice that the bound we get for P A is probably far from sharp, due2 q
to the dependence on the conductor c.
3. GRAM MATRICES AND REAL ALGEBROID CURVES
Ž . tDenote by rk M the rank of the matrix M and by M its transposed
matrix.
Classical Gram matrices are closely related to sums of squares of real
Ž    .  polynomials see CLR2 and PW . Namely, let A R x , . . . , x and1 n
 1 n Ž . nx  x , . . . , x with   , . . . ,   . Then f A of total degree1 n 1 n
d can be written fÝa x, where  ranges over the set, which we
denote by 	, of n-tuples of nonnegative integers with  	 	 
 d.1 n
Suppose f is a sum of squares, say fÝt h2, where each h has degreei1 i i

 
1 k 4 Ž .
 d. Let 	 
 , . . . , 
 and set x x , . . . , x . Let M be the k t1 k
matrix with ith column the coefficients of h . Then the equation fÝh2i i
t t tŽ .can be written f x M M x. The symmetric k k matrix GM M is
called the Gram matrix of f associated to the h ’s. Note that G is psdi
Ž .positive semidefinite .
Conversely, let f be of degree 2n and let x be as above. Then f is a
sum of squares in A if and only if there exists a real, symmetric, psd matrix
t Ž .G such that f xG x. Then we can find a real matrix V  and a reali j
Ž . Ž .diagonal matrix D diag d , . . . , d , 0, . . . , 0 , where t rk G , such that1 t
G VDtV and d  0 for all i. Then we get fÝt h2 with hi i1 i i
k 
 j d Ý  x . Any such matrix G is called a Gram matrix associated' i j1 ji
to the element f. A matrix G of minimal rank gives a writing of f with the
minimal possible number of squares.
Now and in all the following we deal with real curves. Let A
  t 2R  , . . . ,  and FÝ f in A. We choose an ordered system ofn n i1 i1 r
Ž .‘‘linear generators’’  of A, i.e., such that every element of A can be ii
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written as an infinite R-linear combination of the  ’s. One simple i
 1  r4 rexample of such a system is  . . .  , but we will not use itn n Ž , . . . ,  .1 r 1 r
in our applications. Beware that it may happen that    with    ,  i ji j
which shows a difference with the polynomial case.
Ž .Let 	. To any symmetric matrix H h we may associatei, j i, j	
Ž . Ž .the element as H of A defined by as H Ý h   . Of course,i, j	 i, j  i j
Ž .as H depends on the choice of the ordering of the generators.
Then, with respect to the ordered system of generators, we consider a
Gram matrix G associated to F. It is an infinite Gram matrix such that
Ž . Ž .as G  F. Let  be the set of generators  such that    c. 
Denote by G the restriction of the Gram matrix G to the indexes lying in
. It is a finite submatrix which we call a restricted Gram matrix associated
Ž . 2 cto F. It satisfies as G  F mod t .
In all the following, we will deal with this kind of restricted Gram
matrices, which we will simply call Gram matrices. According to Lemma
Ž . Ž .1.1 3 , if we assume  F 2 c, we have the property that F is a sum of
Ž .p squares in A if and only if as G is a sum of p squares in A. Our
purpose will be to find such a Gram matrix with minimal rank. We have
the following immediate property:
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let F A with  F  2c. Then, F is a sum of p
Ž .squares in A if and only if there exists a restricted Gram matrix G associated
Ž .to F such that rk G  p.
 3 5  Ž 3.2 Ž 3Take the following example: A R t , t and F t 	 t 	
Ž 3.2 .2 Ž 5.2t 	 t . The conductor of A is 8; hence we consider the ‘‘linear
 3 5 Ž 3.2 9 8 4generators’’ t , t , t , t , t , . . . , where the dots denote an arbitrary
 3 5 64choice of the remaining generators and their ordering. Let  t , t , t .
The idea is that we can complete inductively an infinite Gram matrix
associated to F such that its columns are generated by the first two. This
 3 5 infinite process is the main difference with the polynomial case: in R t , t ,
F cannot be written as a sum of two squares.
More precisely, we can find a Gram matrix with respect to the genera-
tors of the following form:
2 0 1 14
0 1 0 
G .1 0 12  014   
The first principal 3 3 minor of G is the restricted Gram matrix G .
13 6 2 5 2'Ž . Ž .It is not exactly associated to F but to F 2 t 	 t 	 t with'2
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Ž . Ž . Ž . F F  c	  F 2 11. Then, it suffices to apply Lemma 1.1 3 to
conclude that F is a sum of two squares in A.
 As an easy application, we partially recover the result Or, 6.3 by using
Gram matrices.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let  be the numerical subgroup of the real cure A.
 4  4Assume that  m   m  c	 n  n is without relation,1 s
 4  4 Ž .i.e., m 	m m 	m if and only if m , m  m , m . Then P A  s.i j k l i j k l
First we can give an example of semigroup satisfying the assumption of
the proposition. Set m  2 s  1, m m 	 2 i1  1 for i 2 . . . s. The1 i 1
conductor is then c 2m .1
Proof. Consider the following ordered system of ‘‘linear generators’’ of
c c	1  4A:  , . . . ,  , t , t , . . . . Recall that  m , . . . , m . Let Fm m 1 s1 s
Ýs  2 . We can index any associated restricted Gram matrix by the seti1 m i
Ž ., namely, G  a . We necessarily have a  1 and a  i, j i, j m , m m , m1 1 1 2
a  0. We proceed by induction. Let T  and T  T  S ,m , m 0 i i1 i2 1
Ž . 2  44where S  k , l   k 	 l  inf u	 . Since  is withouti i i i i Žu,  .Ti1
relation, S is always reduced to a singleton. By induction, we necessarilyi
get a  0 if k  l and a  1 if k  l .k , l i i k , l i ii i i i
Then the beginning of any Gram matrix G associated to F relative to
the chosen system of ordered generators is the identity matrix of rank s.
Ž .Thus, rk G  s and F is a sum of at least s squares in A.
3.1. Deciding When an Element Is a Sum of Squares
The main advantage of using Gram matrices is the effective aspect of
the proofs. For instance, given any element F of A, we may decide
whether or not it is a sum of squares in the same spirit as in the
 polynomial case in PW .
² :  4We write  n , . . . , n with n  inf k   k i mod m . Of0 m1 i
 course, n m. Denote by E x the integer part of the rational x. Let0
  Ž .u  E 2cn 	 1; then u n  2c. Let   F 2. We remark that if0 0 0 0
Ž .w 0 then F is a square if and only if F 0  0. Likewise, if w c then
F is square in A if and only if w is even and the coefficient in tw is  0.
That is why in all the following, we will exclude these two trivial cases,
namely we assume .
According to Lemma 2.1, we can write FÝm1 F  with F i0 i n ii R  . Thus, to construct Gram matrices, we will consider the followingn0
ordered system of ‘‘linear generators’’    , where  0 m1 0
 2 u04  u014 ,  , . . . ,  ,    ,   , . . . ,   , . . . ,  n n n 1 n n n n n m10 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
 u01 4 ,   , . . . ,   .n n n n nm 1 m1 0 m1 0
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We know that F is a sum of squares if and only if there exists a
Ž . 	crestricted Gram matrix A such that F as A mod t . Let0 0
A  A11 1m
A  ,  0  0A  Am1 m m
Ž i j .where A is a real u  u -matrix a .i j 0 0 k l 1
 k , l
 u0
We may remark that for every term of the expansion of F with respect
to the generators, one gets an equation involving secondary diagonals of
the Gram matrix. For instance, the associated element in A of the k th
Ž 11 . ksecondary diagonal of A is Ý a  . Moreover, the coefficients11 i	jk	1 i, j n0
in the second half of the secondary diagonals of each matrix H do noti j
matter; they can be arbitrarily chosen. Indeed, they are associated to
Ž u0.elements of order  	 c since    2c 	 c.n0
When the Cure Is Monomial
By definition, there exists r  such that   t m ri	i.i n i
The contribution of the entry ai	1, j	1 of the Gram matrix A to thek , l 0
Ž k .Ž l . mŽ r i	r j	k	l . i	jassociated element of A is      t t . It moti-n n n ni 0 j 0
Ž .  42 4 Ž .vates the definitions   i, j  1, . . . , m  i	 j p and   i, jp p
 42 4 1, . . . , m  i	 j p	m for p 0 . . . m 1.
We have a unique writing of F of the form FÝm1 F  andi0 i n iu01 Ž .F  f 	 f  	 	f  	 E , f  R,  E  2c. Then Ai i, 0 i, 1 m i, u 1 m i i j i 00
is a Gram matrix associated to F relative to  if and only if it satisfies the
following conditions:
Ž . t1 A  A .ji i j
Ž . Ž . c	2 as A  F mod t , which can be explained in detail as fol-0
lows:
p 0 . . . m 1 and q 0 . . . u  1,0
ai	1, j	1	 ai	1, j	1 f .Ý Ý Ý Ýk , l k , l p , q
Ž . k	l	r 	r r q Ž . k	l	r 	r r 	1qi , j  i , j i j p i j pp p
Ž .3 A is psd.0
Ž . mu0 Ž . iLet P T Ý B a T be the characteristic polynomial of A . Wea i0 i 0
Ž i j . u20 m2will consider a a  R as parameters. Then thek , l 1
 k , l
 u , 1
 i, j
m0
element F is a sum of squares if and only if there exists a Rm2 u20
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfying 1 and 2 and such that all the roots which are real of P Ta
 are nonnegative. Namely, by the Descartes rule of signs Mi, V.7 , which is
exact for polynomial with only real roots, it is equivalent to saying that the
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Ž . Ž . Ž . i	mu0 Ž .semialgebraic subset defined by 1 , 2 and 1 B a  0 for alli
i 0, . . . , u m 1 is nonempty. Alternatively, we may also characterize0
the fact that A is psd by saying that all its ‘‘symmetrical’’ minors are  0.0
But there are 2u0 m  1 such minors.
Then, it remains to decide algorithmically when a semialgebraic subset
is nonempty. This classical problem can be solved by using quantifier
 elimination BCR .
 4 5 6 EXAMPLE. Let A R t , t , t . The conductor is c 8, and the
4 5 6 11 Ž 4.2generators are   t ,   t ,   t ,   t . Let F 2 t n n n n0 1 2 34 5 4 6 5 6 Ž .6 t t  t t 	 4 t t 	 E with  E  c	 4 12.
Ž .The associated element of a Gram matrix G a with respecti, j 1
 i, j
 3
 4 5 64 8 9 Ž . 10 11 12to t , t , t is a t 	 2 a t 	 a 	 2 a t 	 2 a t 	 a t .1, 1 1, 2 2, 2 1, 3 2, 3 3, 3
Hence F is a sum of squares in A if and only if the following semialge-
braic subset with variables a is not empty:i, j
a  21, 1
2 a 61, 2
a 	 2 a 12, 2 1, 3
2 a  42, 3
a 	 a 	 a  01, 1 2, 2 3, 3
a a 	 a a 	 a a  a2  a2  a2  01, 1 2, 2 1, 1 3, 3 2, 2 3, 3 1, 2 1, 3 2, 3
a a a 	 2 a a a  a a2  a a2  a a2  0.1, 1 2, 2 3, 3 1, 2 1, 3 2, 3 1, 1 2, 3 2, 2 1, 3 3, 3 1, 2
We could show directly that this subset is not empty. In fact, it is enough
Ž .although not apriori equivalent to show that there exists such G which is
positive definite, which is simpler to see in that particular case. Namely,
Žusing characterization by minors all the principal minors of G should be
. 0 , we get the system
a  21, 1
2 a 61, 2
a 1 2 a2, 2 1, 3
2 a  42, 3
a  01, 1
4a  11 01, 3
a 4a  11  2 4	 3a 	 a 6	 2 a2 	 a  0.Ž . Ž . Ž .3, 3 1, 3 1, 3 1, 3 1, 3 1, 3
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11For instance, let a   1. Then it suffices to take a big1, 3 3, 34
enough such that the last inequality is satisfied. Thus, we have proved that
F is a sum of three squares in A.
Nonmonomial Cure
Ž . Ž . Ž .We can write n 	 n  n 	 q i, j m with q i, j , and r i, j isi j r Ž i, j.
the remainder of i	 j modulo m.
The method here is almost the same as for monomial curves, except that
we have to take into account that the contribution   k   l of then n n ni 0 j 0
entry ai	1, j	1 to the associated element of A is evaluated by using thek , l
relations given by the products   . Namely, there exist some bi j  Rn n r si j
Ž .and E A satisfying  E  c such that we have
     qŽ i , j. 	 bi j  s 	 E.Ýn n n n r s n ni j pŽ i , j. 0 r 0
0
r
m1, n 	n n 	n s2 ci j r 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus, we get the same conditions 1 , 2 , 3 , with the difference that
Ž . Ž . c	the condition 2 , as A  F mod t , cannot be given by a single0
simple formula involving the ai j ’s.k , l
Ž .3.2. Effectie Bound for P A
We will need the following lemma at the end of the section:
Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Let M m be a symmetric n n matrix with entries ini, j
Ž . Ž . Ž .R. Let M   n such that n m 	  and n m for i, j i, j 1, 1 1, 1 i, j i, j
Ž . Ž .1, 1 . If M is psd then M  is psd for all  0.
Ž .Proof. Let q be the quadratic form associated with M  . Then
q x , . . . , x   x 2 	 q x , . . . , x .Ž . Ž . 1 n 1 0 1 n
So if q is psd, then so is q for all  0.0 
The purpose of this section is to give an effectie bound on the
Pythagoras number. Namely,
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Let A be a real cure. Then P A 
m A .
Proof. We will use the same notations as in the previous paragraph.
Ž .Let F be a sum of squares in A and let   F 2. We may assume
² : that 0  c. We write  n , . . . , n with n  inf k   k0 m1 i
4i mod m .
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EXAMPLE. The following example will illustrate the different steps of
the proof:
2 2 23 2 4 5 3 2F  	   	  	  	  	  	   	  Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n n n n n n0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
 2 6 	  8 	 2 9 	 10 	  2 3 	 2 4 	 4 5Ž .n n n n n n n n0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
	  2 1	 2 	 3 2 	 2 3 	 2 4 .Ž .n n n n n1 0 0 0 0
We assume we are in the situation where 6n  c and n 	 4n  c.0 1 0
 2 3We may only consider the ordered system of generators 1,  ,  ,  ,n n n0 0 04 5 4  2 3 44 ,  ,  ,   ,   ,   . And we search a Gram matrix asso-n n n n n n n n n0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
ciated to F modulo t c	. In fact, deleting the first three rows and columns
 3 4of zeros, we may only construct a Gram matrix with respect to  ,  ,n n0 05 4  2 3 44 ,  ,   ,   ,   .n n n n n n n n0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
Preparation
Again, we consider the ordered system of ‘‘linear generators’’ 0
  , where  corresponds to the factors  ,   , . . . ,m1 i n n ni i 0u01 4    , and u  E 2cn 	 1.n n 0 0i 0
Denote by H the restricted Gram matrix canonically associated to F0
relative to . We have
H  H11 1m
H  ,  0  0H  Hm1 m m
Ž i j .where H is a real u  u -matrix h .i j 0 0 k l 1
 k , l
 u0
 i i 4Let 
  inf k  h  0 . Since H is psd, it follows from thei k k 0
CauchySchwartz inequality that all the rows and the columns of H with0
indices iu 	 1, . . . , iu 	 
  1 are equal to 0. In the following we will0 0 i
Ž .assume that 
 , . . . , 
 exist and that we have the hypothesis I1 m
det hi j  0ž /
 , 
i j 1
 i , j
N
for any N 1, . . . , m.
Ž .EXAMPLE. We have 
  3 and 
  1 , and we get the matrix1 2
H M tM, where0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0
M ,0 1 1 0 0 0 0ž /1 0 0 1 1 1 0
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 3 4 5 4  2 3 44with respect to  ,  ,  ,  ,   ,   ,   . Namely,n n n n n n n n n n0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
2 0 0 1 1 2 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0
H  .1 0 0 1 1 1 00
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 02 0 0 1 1 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Construction of A11
First suppose for simplicity that 
  1. We are interested in the first1
Ž .block H of the matrix H . To simplify notation, we write H  h .11 0 11 i, j
Ž .Let A a be a u  u matrix devoted to be the first block of ouri, j 0 0
new Gram matrix of ‘‘minimal’’ rank.
We set a  h , a  h , and hence a  h  h  a .1, 1 1, 1 1, 2 1, 2 2, 1 2, 1 1, 2 1, 2
Ž . Ž .Then, we may choose a such that the two rows a , a and a , a2, 2 1, 1 1, 2 2, 1 2, 2
Ž .are proportional. Then we fix the coefficient a and a  a such3, 1 1, 3 3, 1
that 2 a  h 	 h 	 h  a .3, 1 3, 1 2, 2 1, 3 2, 2
Ž .Again, we may choose a  a , and then a such that the line2, 3 3, 2 3, 3
Ž . Ž .a , a , a is proportional to a , a , a and then the line2, 1 2, 2 2, 3 1, 1 1, 2 1, 3
Ž . Ž .a , a , a is proportional to a , a , a .3, 1 3, 2 3, 3 1, 1 1, 2 1, 3
We repeat this process inductively. Assume that the coefficients a fori, j
i 	 j 
 k are chosen such that for all l  1, . . . , k  1 we have
Ž .rk a  1 and a  a . Then, we choose a fori, j 1
 i
 l, 1
 j
 kl i, j j, i i, ki	1
k	 1 i 2, . . . , E such that2
a  a1, 1 1, ki	1
rk  1   0a  ai , 1 i , ki	1
and a  a . Then we set 2 a  Ýk h k i	1, i i , k i	1 1, k i1 i , k i	1
Ýk1 a and a  a .i2 i, ki	1 k , 1 1, k
We carry on this process until all a are determined. In fact, anyi, j
arbitrary values of the elements a for i u or j u will provide ani, j 0 0
Ž . c	nelement associated to as H modulo t . Namely we may stop the11
induction when k u 	 1, i.e., when all the coefficients of the u first0 0
secondary diagonals are determined. Then we get a block A which is a11
Ž .real u  u -symmetric matrix whose rank is equal to 1 and as A 0 0 11
Ž . c	as H mod t .11
It is easy to see that we can achieve this process for any 
 , replacing1
h with h .11 
 , 
1 1
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EXAMPLE. Since 
  3 we can forget the first two rows and columns1
 3 4 5 4and only consider the matrix with respect to  ,  ,  .n n n0 0 0
We construct A so that it is associated to 2 6 	  8 	 2 9 	 101, 1 n n n n0 0 0 0c	 Ž .modulo t and such that rk A  1. Namely,1, 1
12 0 2
A  ,0 0 01, 1
1 1 002 8
where the bold entries are the ones we cannot modify from the original
Ž .Gram matrix or more precisely the ones our method does not modify .
Construction of A for 1
 i, j
 2i j
Next, we are interested in the blocks
H H11 12ž /H H21 22
Ž k l .of the matrix H . Let A  a , 1
 k, l
 2, be four u  u matrices0 k l i, j 0 0
devoted to be the first blocks of our new Gram matrix of ‘‘minimal’’ rank.
The matrix A has already been determined in the previous step.11
First we determine A , and then A will be given by A tA . To12 21 21 12
Ž . Ž .simplify notation, we write H  h and A  a . Let L , . . . , L12 i, j 12 i, j 1 u0
be the rows of the matrix A . We set a  h . We choose a for11 
 , 
 
 , 
 i, 
1 2 1 2 2
Ž .i 
 	 1, . . . , u such that the line L , a is proportional to the line1 0 i i, 
 2
Ž .L , a . Then we set a  h 	 h  a . Then,
 
 , 
 
 , 
 	1 
 	1, 
 
 , 
 	1 
 	1, 
1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .we choose a for i 
 	 1, . . . , u such that the line L , a isi, 
 	1 1 0 i i, 
 	12 2
Ž .proportional to the line L , a . Likewise, we proceed by induction
 
 , 
 	11 1 2
Ž .on the number of the column to get A such that rk A , A  1.12 11 12
Ž .EXAMPLE. We determine A such that rk A , A  1, and such1, 2 1, 1 1, 2
1 3 4 5 c	Ž .that it is associated to the element  2 	 2 	 4 modulo t .n n n n2 1 0 0 0
We get
7 11 1 4 4
A  .0 0 0 01, 2
1 1 7 1 04 4 16 16
Back to the General Construction
Ž .It remains to determine A . To simplify notation, we write H  h22 22 i, j
Ž .and A  a . We set a  h , a  h and a22 i, j 
 , 
 
 , 
 
 , 
 	1 
 , 
 	1 
 , 
 	12 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
 h .
 , 
 	12 2
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Ž .By hypothesis I , we have
a11 a12
 
 
 
1 1 1 2rk  2.
21 22ž /a 

 
 
 
2 1 2 2
Ž Ž21. .Thus there exist  ,   R such that we have a , a 1 1 
 	1, 
 
 	1, 
2 1 2 2
Ž Ž21. . Ž Ž11. Ž12. . a , a 	  a , a . Then we define a to satisfy1 
 , 
 
 , 
 1 
 , 
 
 , 
 
 	1,
 	12 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
a   a 	  aŽ12. . Then set 2 a  h 	
 	1, 
 	1 1 
 , 
 	1 1 
 , 
 	1 
 , 
 	2 
 	2, 
2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2
h 	 h  a and a  a .
 	1, 
 	1 
 , 
 	2 
 	1, 
 	1 
 	2, 
 
 , 
 	22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
We proceed by induction. Assume that we have determined a fori, j
i	 j
 2
 	 k such that we have a  a and the relations we call2 i, j j, i
Ž . i ,
aŽ21. , a , a , . . . , aŽ .
 	i , 
 
 	i , 
 
 	i , 
 	i 
 	i , 
 	ki2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
  aŽ21. , a , a , . . . , aŽ .i 
 , 
 
 , 
 
 , 
 	i 
 , 
 	ki2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
	  aŽ11. , aŽ12. , aŽ12. , . . . , aŽ12. ,Ž .i 
 , 
 
 , 
 
 , 
 	i 
 , 
 	ki1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
k where i 1, . . . , E ,  ,   R.i i2
k Then, we choose a  a for i 1, . . . , E to
 	i, 
 	ki	1 
 	ki	1, 
 	i 22 2 2 2
Ž .extend the relations  i . Namely, set a   a 	
 	i, 
 	ki	1 i 
 , 
 	ki	12 2 2 2
 aŽ12. . And then 2 a  2 a Ý 
2	k hi 
 , 
 	ki	1 
 , 
 	k	1 
 	k	1, 
 i
 i, 2
 	ki1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Ý
2	k1 a .i
 	1 i, 2
 	ki2 2
We remark that we can give any arbitrary values to the elements a fori, j
i u or j u , i.e., we may stop the induction for 2
 	 k u 	 1,0 0 2 0
namely when all the coefficients of the u first secondary diagonals are0
determined.
Ž . Ž . 	cWe deduce that as H  as A mod t . Now, look ati j 1
 i, j
 2 i j 1
 i, j
 2
Ž . Ž 11 11 .the rank of the matrix A . Let L  a , . . . , a , L i j 1
 i, j
 2 0 12 1u 1012 12 t ˜Ž . Ž .a , . . . , a , C  L , and A  C , A . Then,11 1u 1 1 12 1 210
a11 L LA A 11 0 111 12rk  rk since rk A , A  1Ž .11 12ž /A A ˜ž /C A A21 22 1 21 22
a11 L11 1 t rk since rk A , A  1Ž .11 21ž /C A1 22
a11 a1211 11 rk since we have the relations  iŽ .21 22ž /a a11 11
h11 h1211 11 rk  2 by hypothesis I .Ž .21 22ž /h h11 11
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2Ž 2 3EXAMPLE. Associated to the element  1	 2 	 3 	 2 	n n n n1 0 0 04 . c	 Ž2 modulo t we construct the matrix relative to the generatorsn0
 2 3 4. ,   ,   ,  n n n n n n n1 1 0 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0
1 1 1 0
25 3A  ,2, 2 1 1 16 16 03 10 0  16 16
and so we get the Gram matrix associated to F modulo t c	w,
1 7 1 2 0 1 1 2 4 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 7 10 2 8 4 4 16 16
11 0 1 1 1 04G ,
11 0 1 1 1 04
7 7 25 30 1 1 4 16 16 16
1 1 3 1  0  0 0 4 16 16 16
 3 4 5 4  2 3 44with respect to  ,  ,  ,  ,   ,   ,   .n n n n n n n n n n0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
Denoting by L and C , respectively, the rows and the columns of G, wei j
1 1Ž . Ž .have L  0 L resp. C  0 C and L  L resp. C  C .2 1 2 1 3 1 3 14 4
Then
7 12 1 1 4 4
1 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 0rk G  rk .Ž .
7 25 31 1 4 16 16 0
1 3 1 0 0 4 16 16
Still denoting by L and C , respectively, the rows and the columns of thei j
new matrix, we have L  L and C  C . Thus3 2 3 2
7 12 1 4 4
1 1 1 0
rk G  rk .Ž . 7 25 31 4 16 16 01 3 1 0 4 16 16
3 1 3 1Now L  L 	 L and C  C 	 C , and hence3 1 2 3 1 24 4 4 4
12 1  4
rk G  rk .Ž . 1 1 0
1 1 0 04 16
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1 1Ž . Ž .Finally, L  L  L and C  C  C , then3 2 1 3 2 14 4
2 1rk G  rk  2.Ž . ž /1 1
In conclusion, G is a psd matrix of rank 2; i.e., F is a sum of two squares
in A.
Induction
We proceed by induction. Suppose we have already constructed all the
t Ž .matrices A for i, j 1, . . . , N 1 such that A  A , as Hi j i j ji i j 1
 i, j
 N1
Ž . c	 Ž . as A mod t and rk A  N 1. Assumei j 1
 i, j
 N1 i j 1
 i, j
 N1
furthermore that for any i, j 1, . . . , N 1 we have ai j  hi j .
 , 
 
 , 
i j i j
i , jŽ . ŽŽ . . Ž .L et L i , p  a and L i , p k k , l 
 
 l
 u p 
 j
 N 1 kj 0
ŽŽ i, j . .a . Also letk , l 
 
 l
 u p
 j
 Nj 0
LŽm. i , l  ai , 1 , ai , 2 , . . . , ai , m , ai , m , . . . , ai , m , L i , m	 1Ž . Ž .Ž .k k , 
 k , 
 k , 
 k , 
 	l k , u k1 2 m m 0
and
 Ž .m i , 1 i , 2 i , m i , m i , mL i , l  a , a , . . . , a , a , . . . , a , L i , m	 1 .Ž . Ž .ž /k k , 
 k , 
 k , 
 k , 
 	l k , u k1 2 m m 0
We first determine the matrices A , for kN. By assumption, wek , N
Ž1. Ž . Ž1. Ž . Ž1.Ž .have some relations L 1, 1   L 1, 1 , . . . , L 1, 1 
 	 1 1 
 u1 1 0Ž1. Ž1.Ž . Ž1. L 1, 1 , with   R. We choose the coefficients of A tou 
 
 i 1, N0 1 1 Ž˜1. Ž˜1. Ž .inductively extend the previous relations to L . Namely, we get L 1, 1i 
 	i1Ž1.˜ Ž .  L 1, 1 .i 
1
Likewise, by assumption, we have some relations,
LŽ N1. N 1, l  Ž N1.LŽ N1. k , l with Ž N1.  R .Ž . Ž .Ý
 	l k , l 
 k , lN 1 k
1
k
N1
We choose the coefficients of A to inductively extend the previousN1, N
relations to the following ones:
Ž˜ N1. Ž N1. Ž˜ N1.L N 1, l   L k , l .Ž . Ž .Ý
 	l k , l 
N 1 k
1
k
N1
This part is the analogue to the determination of A of the previous step.21
Then, to construct A , we perform the analogue of the determinationN , N
ŽŽ i j . .of A . Since rk a N, we can construct A so that we22 
 , 
 1
 i, j
 N N , Ni j
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have some linear relations,
Ž˜ N . Ž N . Ž˜ N . Ž N .L N , l   L k , l with   R .Ž . Ž .Ý
 	l k , l 
 k , lN k
1
k
N
Ž . Ž .Hence we construct A and, by induction, A .i j 1
 i, j
 N i j 1
 i, j
m
Ž .Doing so, we get a real symmetric matrix A  A such that0 i j 1
 i, j
m
Ž . Ž . c	 Ž . Ž .as A  as H mod t and rk A  rk h  m, where h 0 0 0 0 0
Ž i j .h . Since h can be ‘‘symmetrically’’ extracted from H , it is
 
 1
 i, j
m 0 0i j
Ž . Ž .psd see the proof of Lemma 3.3 . According to the assumption I , h is of0
maximal rank, and hence it is positive definite. Looking at the signature of
A , it is immediate that A is psd, and hence it is a restricted Gram0 0
matrix, which is associated to F modulo t c	. This proves that F is a sum
of at most m squares in A.
General Case
If 
 does not exist, then all the matrices A and A are equal to 0,k k j ik
and we can skip the corresponding step. Hence, we may assume that 
k
exists for all k 1 . . . m.
Ž i j .Furthermore, it may happen that h  h is of rank m,0 
 , 
 1
 i, j
mi j
Ž .which contradicts hypothesis I . Since 
 exists, we always have h  0.1 
 
1 1
Ž i j .If rk h  1, then we change, in H , the coefficient h with
 , 
 1
 i, j
 2 0 
 , 
i j 2 2
the coefficient h  h 	   0, where   0. Likewise, we change
 , 
 
 , 
 2 22 2 2 2
if necessary h with h  h 	   0, where   0. Then, we
 , 
 
 , 
 
 , 
 i ii i i i i i
Ž .get a new matrix H  which is still real symmetric psd, as shown by0
Lemma 3.3.
We achieve the previous construction with respect to this new matrix
Ž . Ž . Ž .H  . Namely, we get A  A such that as A 0 i j 1
 i, j
 m
Ž Ž .. c	 Ž . Ž .as H  mod t and rk A m, with   , . . . ,  ,   0, or0 1 m i
  0.i
In the previous construction, the coefficients of the matrices A arei j
rational fractions in  whose denominators have factors of the type
Ž i i .h 	  and hence never vanish for   0. Taking the limit of  to 0 ofk k i i
the given polynomial identities, we see that F is a sum of at most m
squares. This concludes the proof.
3.3. Some Applications
In fact, the previous construction gives the following result, which allows
us, among other things, to find Pythagoras numbers of curves with low
multiplicity.
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A be a real cure whose multiplicity is m 2 and
² :  4semigroup is  n , . . . , n with n  inf k   k i mod m . Let s be1 r i
Ž . Ž .the number of n such that n  c. Then, P A 
 s. In particular, P A 
i i
m 1.
Proof. In the previous construction, we may consider restricted Gram
j Ž .matrices with respect to the linear generators   satisfying that  n n ni 0 i
Ž .
 c. Then P A 
 s.
Ž .Since there is at least one n such that n  c, we get P A 
m 1.i i
First of all, it is clear that all real curves of multiplicity 1 or 2 are
Pythagorean. Moreover,
 PROPOSITION 3.6 Or . A real cure of multiplicity 3 is Pythagorean if and
² : ² :only if its semigroup is of the form 3, 3k	 1, 3k	 2 or 3, 3k	 2, 3k	 4 ,
where k.
Ž . ² :Proof. Denote by A the real curve, let m A  3 and  3, m , m .1 2
Ž . Ž .We have P A  1 or P A  2 by 3.5.
² : 2 2If  3, m then the rank of any Gram matrix associated to  	 1 3 m1
Ž .is 2 and P A  2.
We have 3m m . Let m  3k 	 r and n  3k 	 r with1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
 4  4k  and r , r  1, 2 .i 1 2
Assume that r  1 and r  2. Then any Gram matrix associated to1 2
2 2 ² : 	  is of rank 2, except possibly if 2m  3k , m . The last3k 3k 	1 1 1 21 1
condition is equivalent to 2m m 	 3k , which gives k  k . Con-1 2 1 2 1
Ž .versely, if k  k then c 3k and P A  1 by Proposition 3.5.2 1 1
Ž .If r  2 and r  1, by the same argument, we get P A  2 if and only1 2
if k  k .2 1
Let us end with a remark concerning the following question asked in
 CDLR :
Ž .Q2 : If A can be generated by n elements as a k-module, is it true
Ž . Ž . that P A 
 nP k ? There exists an affirmative answer CDLR, Theorem
  2.7 if k is a field or k R t where R is a real closed field.
If we extend our construction of Section 3.2 to infinite Gram matrices
Ž Ž . .i.e., A A with A an infinite matrix , then it is easy to seei, j 1
 i, j
 n i, j
Ž .  that it also gives an affirmative answer to Q2 if k R t where R is a
real closed field.
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